
BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Moving

Activity Car Carrier
Min Age: 3 years

Cars, truck, driving

Chunky plastic transporter lorry with cars to drive 
up and on and off. Can be used with other cars 
and so great for counting, sorting and colours

0560 *T0560*

Air Tivity Ball Popper
Min Age: 9 months

Balls, noisy, air blowing

Great fun but noisy toy with balls and a fan. 
When turned on the fan creates a stream of air 
upwards which keeps the balls suspended in the 
air until they fall back into the chute and roll back 
down.

0604 *T0604*

Moving

Bear-in-the-box
Min Age: 12 months

Jack-in-the-box, music, winding, surprise

Wind the handle and wait for the surprise!

0390 *T0390*

Blue Tractor and Trailer
Min Age: 3 years

Farmer, imaginative play, farm

Blue tractor and trailer with farmer / driver. Goes 
well with farm  or Happyland sets

0570 *T0570*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Moving

Brio Truck
Min Age: 3 years

truck, wheels, lorry, building

Chunky Brio yellow truck for outdoor or indoor 
play - can be used with bricks (inside) or mud 
(outside) as a working truck - hours of fun 
developing imaginative play

0261 *T0261* 0496 *T0496*

Chunky digger
Min Age: 2 years

Use the digger to move sand outside or bricks 
inside. A chunky digger with movable scoop

A chunky digger with moveable scoop which can 
be used for sand or lego bricks inside or out

0647 *T0647*

Moving

Chunky Fire Truck
Min Age: 3 years

Fire engine, fireman, ladder, imagination, pretend

Chunky plastic fire appliance with driver, ladder 
and bucket. Great for imaginative play fighting 
fires all over the house.

0419 *T0419*

Crab
Min Age: 2 years

Moving, crab, random direction, physical

Great fun little crab which has a mind of it's 
own - babies love chasing it across the floor!

0422 *T0422*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Moving

Doll's twin pushchair
Min Age: 3 years

Pretend, doll, caring, imaginative

Doll's twin pushchair for two of your favourite 
dolls to travel in style!

0428 *T0428*

First Fire Engine
Min Age: 12 months

Liitle Tikes, fire engine, moving, wheels, fire

Chunky firre engine with carrying handle for easy 
control moving along surfaces

0128 *T0128*

Moving

First Remote Control Duck
Min Age: 18 months

Remote control, hand eye co-ordiantion, 
quacking noise, movement

Great fun little duck which is remote controlled 
and moves across the floor quacking!

0559 *T0559*

First Smile Ball
Min Age: 6 months

Spinning, ball, Playmobil, chunky

Spinning ball with people inside that spin around. 
Great for encouraging babies to become mobile 
as they try to crawl to it as it rolls across the floor.

0595 *T0595*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Moving

First Thomas Transport Set
Min Age: 2 years

Thomas train, carriage, Cranky crane, tug boat, 
Fat controller, chunky plastic

Chunky plastic Thomas and friends set with all 
the favourite characters. Great for little hands 
and games involving trains supporting books that 
you are reading and recreating the stories with 
the characters

0587 *T0587*

Little Tikes Car Transporter
Min Age: 3 years

Chunky, wheels, racing car, truck, moving

Large, plastic transporter lorry with racing car 
and ramp

0535 *T0535*

Moving

Magnetic Lorry
Min Age: 18 months

lorry, magnets, moving, wooden, natural

Wooden magnetic lorry with trailer and different 
coloured shapes that fit into the trailer

0221 *T0221*

Melody Thomas
Min Age: 12 months

Thomas, train, music, sounds, physical

Thomas train with "CDs" which once slotted into 
the train, create music and the train moves along

0230 *T0230*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Moving

My First Railway
Min Age: 18 months

trains, movement,

First railway with track and train and even a 
tunnel

0146 *T0146*

My First Remote Control Aeroplane

Min Age: 18 months

Chunky, remote control, hand eye co-ordination, 
aeroplane, wheels

Chunky aeroplane with remote control designed 
for little hands. Plane is attached to the remote 
so encourages active play

0474 *T0474*

Moving

My First Remote Control Car
Min Age: 2 years

Chunky, remote control, moving, wheels, police 
car

First remote control police car - chunky control 
ideal for little hands and understanding cause 
and effect

0410 *T0410*

My first Remote controlThomas
Min Age: 12 months

Thomas, trains, buttons, chunky, wheels, motor 
skills

Chunky Thomas train with remote control great 
for little hands

0379 *T0379*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Moving

My First Remote Plane
Min Age: 2 years

Aeroplane, remote control, hand eye co-
ordination

First chunky remote control aeroplane with 
chunky controls to encourage movement and 
imaginative fun

0414 *T0414*

People Spinner
Min Age: 3 years

Chunky, spinning

Playmobil first spinning top - well made chunky 
plastic toy great for little hands

0425 *T0425*

Moving

Remote Control Duck
Min Age: 2 years

Duck, hand eye co-ordination, remote control

Great fun little duck which operates with a 
chunky remote control and plenty of quacking!

0418 *T0418*

Scalextric
Min Age: 5 years

Racing cars, race track, hand eye co-ordination

Two beetle cars and lots of track and controllers 
make this a great introduction to racing cars in 
the comfort of your own home

0465 *T0465*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Moving

Sing -along- Choo Choo
Min Age: 6 months

animals, train, noisy, music, moving

Fisher Price train with different carriages 
containing different animals all of which make 
different noises

0219 *T0219*

Spinning Top
Min Age: 3 months

spinning, ball, children, movement

First Playmobil spinning ball with children inside - 
encourages movement

0005 *T0005*

Moving

Thomas Remote Steam and sounds

Min Age: 18 months

moving, trains, steam, Thomas, Tomy

Remote control Thomas train with magic steam 
as it moves along

0123 *T0123*

Thomas set in a bag
Min Age: 3 years

Carry bag with lots of track and your favourite 
Thomas trains; build your track layout using the 
mat provided for hours of fun!

0668 *T0668*
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BAPP Turtle Toy Library

Moving

Thomas Sounds
Min Age: 3 years

Thomas, trains, discs, music, moving

Thomas train with music discs which when put 
into the back of the train, play music and 
Thomas moves along

0411 *T0411*

Tiger bead frames
Min Age: 18 months

Tactile wooden tigers with small bead frames on 
their backs and everything on wheels

Tactile wooden tigerts with small bead frames on 
their backs and everything on wheels for pull 
along fun

0632 *T0632*

Moving

Tomy My first train set
Min Age: 12 months

Train, track, tunnel, trees, moving

First train set with different track sections, trains, 
tunnel and trees.

0603 *T0603*

Weebles Fire Truck
Min Age: 12 months

Playskool, fire engine, fireman, helping, wheels

Fire truck which weebles can fit into, climb the 
ladder and have lots of fun fighting imaginary 
fires

0028 *T0028* 0352 *T0352*
0426 *T0426*
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